Introduction and main statement
Let P(x } \~1D XJ A) be a pseudo-differential operator depending on a large parameter A, defined by the Weyl formula : 
We shall write the operator given by formula 1 (p(x, f, A)) wx . The full symbol p(x, 4» A) has an expansion as p(x, £, A) -px{x, 0 + tp2(x 9 0 + A^poCx, & A) (2) where p\ and p2 are real and pi > 0. po(#X A) is a zero order symbol i.e. satisfies estimates :
For all multi-indices a and ß JD£.D^po(x, A) < C a ß.
It is a consequence of formulas 1 and 2 that P(s, 
where Pi and P% are self-adjoint pseudo-differential operators with symbols respectively Pi = (pi(*,0 + A^ifefobfof, A))"* (4) P 2 -(pa(*,0 + A" 1 Jm(po(x,£, A))«
We shall make L 2 estimates on the solutions u(t) of the Schrödinger equation (A + P{x, \~l D z , \))u(t) ~ 0. We shall therefore use some constructions made in [6] . We need to recall the hypotheses of this work.
• (H)i : Let $t be the bicharacteristic flow of p\ at the time t Let po in T*R n be a point near which we shall work. Let h(t) € o(t) when t -> oo, h > 0 a function, and W a neighborhood of po such that any bicharacteristic curve of p\ with end points lying in H ' ;~\ and i/0 < s < t*,(pa) € Wand |pi(p x )j < exp(-fc(t)) J (6) is iV 0 admissible 1 for a function e e JO, 1] -+ NQ(E) e R + . We refer to [6] pp 468-469 for a definition and for sufficient conditions which l A curve t € [0,T] -y(t) e W is NQ admissible if for any e > 0, there exists a partition of [0. T) in intervals of type X and J, the number of these Intervalls is less than No(e). An interval of type J remains at a distance less than £ from a point in the double characteristic set of Pi, an interval of type J has a lenght less than No(e).
imply this property. We shall not recall here the details, but we just mention that it is satisfied if the bicharacteristics of p\ whose lenght is large enough leave a neighborhood of (po, po).
Let N = {p € T*(R n ); pi(p) = dpi(p) = 0} be the set of double charac teristics of Pi-
• (H)2 : The main assumption is that on iV, the dimension of the space spanned by the generalized eigenvectors associated with eigenvalues of positive imaginary part is constant.
• (H)3 : On JV, Impo(p) > 0. This inequality means that Impo has a positive lower bound with respect to p and A.
Let us define
C(W)=f)MWrf)
where u is the set of all non negative increasing functions h(t) e o(t) when t -+ co.
We consider C(W) as a relation in T*(R n ). We note by OF(u) the oscillatory front set of a bounded family of tempered distributions A). Let us recall that we say that ( 
set*
The main result can now be stated.
Theorem 1 Assume that the assumptions (H)i (H)2, (H)3 are satisfied for a suitable set W and for some function ho € v. Let u(x,A) be a bounded family of tempered distributions. If OF(Pu) n W = 0 and C(W)(p) DdWn OF(u) =0, thenp£OF(u).
We easily deduce : The main difference between the proof of this theorem and the corresponding result in [7] is the presence in the ^characteristic flow of p\ of expansive directions. This will make us to use fully the construction of the parametrix of [6] instead of using only rnicrolocalisations in a semi-global L 2 inequality for the solutions of the time dependent Schrodinger equation associated with Pi-
Estimates on solutions of the Schrodinger equa tion
We shall work with a family of solutions of the Schrodinger equation
We need to make a Fourier-Bros-Iagolnit2«r transformation (see [9] and [6] ). Let
Ttl(x , A) = (A)n/2 J e -xmi*-*)*-*m u fa X ) dy (8) this is a unitary transformation from L 2 (R n ) to the space H^Q( 
see [9j for these formulas. Let us say that the formula 9 is obtained by integrating the formal integral in TT"* 1 along a suitable contour. In [6] we can find some constructions for an approximate solution E t u{x, A) of the equation (D t + P\{x, \~l D x ))(E t u) = 0; E t u\ t =o s % we shall make this more precise later.
where y(t,x,y) is a solution of the phase equation with value v?(0, x, |/) = -ixy/2; e(t, x y y, A) is a solution of transport equations, x(*» y) is a cut-off function.
Let
where A! t (W,h) is the image by the complex canonical transformation gen erated by <po(x) of the Lagrangean sub manifold
where P2 ls ^e antipodal point of p%. r t (W, h) is totally real in С* x C n . We again refer to [6] for the con struction of a convenient projection С* x C* T t (W,h); z ~* rn(£, z) € T t (W } h)\ mit.z) will be defined uniquely by the additional property that г-т(*,г)€гТ т(м) ГдаЛ).
Therefore functions on Y t {W, h) give rise to almost analytic extension in C n x C n . Appropriate controls with respect to t are obtained in [6] . From these controls it follows that all derivatives with respect to (t,x) of these maps are bounded by some exp(h(t)) with a function h(t) € o(t) when t -+ oo. So (p(tj x, y),..., x{t, x y y) will be almost analytic on Г* and there derivatives are bounded by some exp(/i(t)). A more precise decay in time for the amplitude e(t, x, y) is obtained and this will be discussed later since this point is essential in our discussion.
Proposition 1 There are two constants С > 0, 7 > 0 such that
7 being as close as we wish of the lower bound of
We shall not use this result here, but it is woth mentionning since it is the key point of the proof in [6] . The proof will be derived from elements of the proof of the following Proposition. 
t/exp(Mt) < A, the norms are taken in # V0 (C n ).
Proof. Let us prove Proposition 2. Let E* be the adjoint of E t in H lfiQ {C n ).
If we write dy,(x) = e -2V 0 (*) h(dx) the kernel (with respect to /i) of El is given by E*(x,y) = / 5(x, s)£*(y,z)d/.(s), the kernel of E^E t is therefore EfE t (x,y) = /5(z,x.j&Cxj,xi)E t (x 2 ,y)dn{x x )dn{x 2 ). We write this integral E* t E t {x, y)^J e iXH^x^) f{t, x, y; XM, A) «fo(*i)«./.(*a)
In 15 we have
H{t,x,y;xi,
and /(i,x,y;xi,X2, A) = cA 3n^^^) e(t ? x 2 , y)x(t, »2, Si)x(*. *2, J) (17) where c is some absolute constant, $(x,xi) = -xx^T/2. We first investigate the critical points of H with respect to (xi, #2); we estimate ,using [6] 
It results from these relations that we have a "real" critical point when xi = x, (x2,3Êi) € T t , (x2, V) € r ê , i.e. when x = y the critical point being xi = x, x 2 = $t(3J). Let ei > 0 a small number to be chosen later.
In the integral 15, using 18 we can restrict the integration over the set of (xi, x 2 ) such that |(x 2 ,£) -rn t (x2,ï)| 2 + |(x 2 #) -m*(x2,£)| 2 < eoA~l+ £l , \x -x\\ 2 < 6oA~1 +€l for some BQ to be chosen later; we neglect then a term 0(A~°°). We deduce from the relations 19 that a zone |<¿/ x (í,x 2 ,2) -y x (t,«2,y)l > c4
give also a term 0(\~°°). As m t (x2,T) and mt(x2,l?) € r t , we have ^t(^t(x 2l T) y ) = tfit(ff2f£)* and $t(mt(£2»?)y) = í7it(^2)5)ar» $t is a (üfFeomorphism whose first two derivatives are bounded by some e*, we have then \x -y\ < CeoePX^1** 1^.
Let us estimate the Hessian of H at real critical points. We first make a complexification and we write xi,x 2 instead of xi,X2, we shall refer to the set {í 1 = %T,x 2 -£2} as the real. 
the computation being simplified by the fact that at such particular points V V is C-linear. This map is invertible and its inverse will have the same norms as the inverse of
with x% = $t(3f , .
if (6x y 6^)6y 1 6rj) is a tangent vector of A*. We refer to [6] Moreover yf xx <p xx -\ = -ja"" 1 **** 1 as a consequence of the relation o*a -1*66 = /. So the norm of the inverse of the map 21 is {det a(i,z)| 2 . As computed in [6| the module of e(£, z) at a point (t, z) € F is precisely ideta(t,*)|~1 /2 . This means that in the stationary phase expansion of integral 15 the powers of A and the exponentials decays in time vanish, it remains only the normal A n . See [6] section 6.2, page 509-510, relations (6.4) and (6.5). The condition exp(Aft) < A will allow us to give sense to the applica tion of stationary phase expansion with a complex phase function (see (4j) uniformly with respect to (t,x,y)« We need to be more specific in the application of the stationary phase method. We check here some steps with uniform controls in t.
In a neighborhood V = {(x,y); \x -y\ < eoe~M ot j of the diagonal we
where Z = (xi, xi, X2, X2), such that 9z#(£,x,y; Z c (t,x,y)) = 0. The derivatives of this map satisfy some, estimates like jZ^x y Z c (J,x,y)| < C a exp(ct\a\) for some constants C* and c> 0. Hence we have
We can define a symmetric complex matrix Q(£,x, y) such that
which is well defined and smooth since V is connected and simply connected. We have ||Q~1(t, x, y)|j < C exp(ct) for some constants c and C > 0. We have
we choose a point Z such that Z € real = {xi = xi;X2 = X2}, then /m(/f(t,x,y;Z) + $(x,y) > 0, and dtst(Z c (t,x,y)),reoi) < |Z -Z c (t,x,y)|. We use then the estimate (2.6) of (4J and we derive
This relation shows that the stationary phase expansions are independent of the choice of particular almost analytic extensions but is inadequate to bound the L 2 norm.
We shall compute H c (t,x,y) = (t,i,y; Z c {t,x,y)) with a Taylor expan sion on the diagonal
The second term in 28 is (/ y (i,x §,X)(]T-x") = -i/2x(2-y). The third term is given by l/2^(y -H) 2 . H" Zy (y -x) = (0,0,^(5 -3f),0). The inverse (H" zz )~l SX = 6Z is given by the relations We have now to compute
We deduce from 31 that in V, 2 ) and H£ c (t,x,y) -0{**{z-v) 2 ), x-y+e?(e"'(x-y) 2 ) = ff^(i,x,y)+i/2y. We need an extra notation to make these integration by parts (more) rigorous. Let G -(A~1 We deduce then that £^ is a pseudo-differential operator in the class 5(1 ,g t ) where g t is the metric g t = e 2Ct (|efcr| 2 + |d£| 2 ). This result is then optimal with the restriction that we may not have the best constant C and that we consider here spatially homogeneous metrics.! 3 Semi global L 2 estimates.
We shall work as in [7] with L 2 estimates for solutions of the Schrodinger
with the notation
is a family of self-adjoint operators to be chosen later, To will depend only on A. We have to make (da(t)/dt)-iX[P u a{t)]+2XRe(a{t)P 2 )) as large as possible. We choo6e a{t) = EtP(t)E* where E t has been con structed in section 2, 0(t) will be chosen later.
If we note
d0(t)/dt)E; + 2XRe(E t p(t)E;P 2 ) + 2Re(R(t)0(t)E^)
we shall deal later with the last term in 37. We have written in 5 P 2 = ((P2(x,0+A-l /m(po(x,^A)) w . Let/3(i) = exp(-27t) where/m(pd(x,€^) > 7. If Q = P2 -7A"" 1 the Weyi symbol of Q is non negative. We have to estimate from below the operator Re(EtE*Q), we have proved in Proposi tion 3 that EtE* € 5 (1, g e ) , it is then a consequence of the Fefferman-Phong inequality that Re(E t E*Q) > ~CA~2 +2c . So from 37 we obtain
We shall deal later with the last term in 38. In 35 we shall input u(t) = % so the left hand-side of 35 is an C?(A""°°) uniformly in time.
We make an Induction. after taking care of the last; term 35. The operator R(t) comes from that E t is not an exact solution of the equation (A + P\)Et == 0, which is due to the presence of the x-The function x *s itself necessary since we want to localize near Ii(W } h) to get our theorem. This analysis has been carried out in [6] section 6.4. That we wish to say is that the assumption A(W, h)(p) n dW n OF(u) = 0 implies that \R(t)*u\ = 0(\~°°). This kind of troncature are precisely what we need to derive a propagation of singularities theorem from an ordinary L 2 inequality; as we said above this makes all this machineary necessary. J
Remark 1 The condition (H)s allows to prove a theorem of propagation of singularities with a loss of one derivative, in this sense this condition is sharp.

Part II
A more precise result in a particular case.
We shall be able to get a sharper result in a symplectic case analogous to the case treated in [5] .
4
Construction of the stable manifolds.
In this section we shall use some elements of [10] Appendix A, and [6] Section 4, we prefer to recall all this material in our proof than to use obscure references to these works. Let p(x,£) be an analytic complex function. Let po € NO R 2 " where N = € C 2n ; p(s,£) = dp(x,0 = 0}
Let Hp = pf^d/dx -j/ x d/d£ be the hamiltonian field, we mean by bichar acteristic of p the integral curves of the real vector field on C 2n
in 43 t -• p(£, p) is a bicharacteristic curve starting at p. We shall assume
• (Hi) :
The fundamental matrix is 
and the dimensions of these three spaces? are constant along N.
The assuption (H2) means there are no non zero eigenvalue in *R, that there is also no generalized eigenspace relative 'to zero and that dim (p) = r+, dim W" (p) = r_ are constant. We note respectively by P+(p), P-(p) and Po(p) the corresponding projectors, it follows from our assumption that these maps are analytic.
As 
it is a consequence of the assumptions of constant ranks that 47 is independent of po.
• It is a consequence of the assumptions that in a close neighborhood of
Spec(a Q )
C {z e C, Rez > c}, Spec(6) C {z € C, Rez < ~c}, , . 11011 < €, |J7ll < 11« || < £ /or 1 < i <3; c> 0, e is small ^ Let p be a point close to po and £ p{t,p) the bicharacteristic issued from p. The evolution of tangent vectors is given by the linear differential equation £v t = F P (p(i, p))t; t , t/ t , t=0== t*).
We find a linear map <pt(p) from W+(po) to W-(po) such that the evo lution of the space W+(po) along the flow is given by Wf(p) = {(6x, <pt(p)6x)> 6x € W^+(po)}. This is achieved as in [6] by solving the equation <Pt +<p t a -6<p t + <Pt0<Pt -7 = 0» <Plt=o = 0.
(49)
In view of the relations 48, which imply that Spec(a) C {z e G, Rez > -e} we know that the equation 49 can be solved for t > 0 and we have ||<pt|| < Ce for some small e.
We define a suitable norm to construct regions stable under the flow. 
E(po,T,f) be the region E(po,T,f) = ^ and\(H-po\<eforO<t<T ]
There We note g(x) = ||xT -/(M 2 ), and /(«) -/(!*| 2 ) with /(0) > 0. We define tft^O) = P + (pb)(exp((i-T 0 )# p ))(po+(*, A(T 0 , x))-po),x = ^t.To(x). The map Vt,r 0 is close to the identity when t is close to To. We have |^T >ro (x)-x|<Cjr-To||xi (55)
We want to prove that ^t,r 0 ( x ) € /) implies x € £(po, /)• We assume first that jx'l > C" 1 |x|.
-VmrJo(x))M-£l>r,To(x))z (56)
In view of relation 55 we can replace $T,TQ{X) by x in the first term of 56 modulo 0((T -T 0 )).
We compute ^R,T 0 (x) = ^(po)# P (M r >7b,x)) where /x(T,T 0 ,X) = exp((r -T 0 )H p ))(po + (a, A(T 0) *))).
Using the estimate ||/*(T, T 0 , X) -(po + (x, A(T 0 , x))|| < C \r -T 0 | |x|, we obtain H P (H(T, TO, X)) = F p (po)(x, A(T 0 , x))) + 0{[r -T 0 ) |x| + |x| 2 ). There fore /f P 0i(r,r 0 ,x)) = (a 0 (po)x' ) 0 > 5(po)A(To,x)) + 0((r -T 0 )|x| + |x| 2 ). Hence By the Ascoli's theorem, we know that there is a sequence tj -• oo, such that the functions A(t,*,x) -+ A(oo,x).
such that pt ~1t € (T^jB^po,/))" 1 , the orthogonality being relative to the || jj norm, the length of fh~ It measures the distance d(p t ,#(po,/)).
We compute £(pt -7t) = Hpifh) -¡£7*-Let us write 7t = Pg + (x t ,A(t,x t )); and 7* -exp(tH p )(*t), S* 6 £(po>*,/)> so ^7t = # P (7t) + d(exp(tH p ) (6 t 
))6t, S t € W+(po). Then d(exp(tH p ))(St))S u S t = for some (* € W + (po). We have proved above that <pt(&) = (d/dx)X(t,yt) where exp(-£iJ p )((po + (y u Ht y y t )))
= fc, so y* = x* and (Ct><Pt(£t)<t) 6 T 7t^( poJ).
Therefore Jj ||pt -7*11 =< #P(P*) -#p(7t)>pt~lt>, where <,> is the scalar product for j| ||.
x , we have the relation
We deduce that \{p t -7t)*| < |(p* -7t) y l-
Let p t = (x, A(t,x)) € ^(po,/), if 5 < t we write p t = p s {pt-$)i then there exist y € W+(po) such that j(y, A(s,y)) -(x, A(t,x))| < Cexp(-C"" 1 s), so |A(t,x)-A(s,x)| < Ce|x-yI + |A(5,y))-»A(t,x)| < 2Cexp(-C'-1 s). We have therefore proved that A(£, x) A(oo, x) in the space of holomorphic functions.
We define E(po, oo) = {p;p = po + (x, A(oo,x) ) forsomex e £(po, /)} (59)
A proof similar shows that dipt, £(po, oo)) < Cexp(-CT l t).
Starting from a point p e E(PQ, oo), we prove then that lim*-«> p(-£, p) exist.
We prove first that E(po, oo) is H p invariant. The tangent space T P E(po, oo) -|(5x, (^j)A(oo,x)<5x) j is the limit of the spaces |(<$x, (g|)A(f,x)&r)} when t oo. For a point p = po + (x, A(oo, x)) we note yt(x) € B(po, /) the point defined by po + (x, A(t, x)) = exp(tH p )(po + (»*(*), 0). (£)A(t,s) = <pt(po + (Ve(s),0)) f Hp(p) = rn(£,po + (y*(x),0))t/ tl where v t = #p(po + (jfc(s),0)), so to t = rn(£,po + {yt(x),Q))((vt) x ,0) = ((w t )*,Vt(po + (lfe(&)>0)(ti*),)) € T P E t (pOy i), the evolution of (%)j, by mt is an 0(exp(~~C~1*)), therefore the distance from H p (p) to the space j(£x, (gj)A(t, x)£x) j is also an 0(exp(-C~l£)}. So H p {p) €T p £(po 5 p) )A using the assumption 47 and 61. In the backward evolution, the x' directions are contractive so , oo) ). 2£(po, oo) is an involutive manifold.ft.
oo), -p(-t,p) = -H p (p(-t,p)) = -(H p (p(-t,p)) x ,(-)\(co,x t )H p (p(-t,p)) x ) (61) where p(-t, p) -po+(xt, X(oc,x t )). We bound the
We shall prove now I? estimates. This is done by working on the real line only since we look at C°° singularities, let us note by {/, g} the usual Poisson bracket.
We can now state the main result of this section. This remark will be justified below when we will construct appropriate func tions 7. Moreover the presence of the function c(p) is needed to have a statement invariant by multipication of P by an operator with a positive symbol.
5 The energy estimate.
The basic L 2 estimate will be described in the case Imp\ > 0. We shall use microlocal weighted estimates. We shall localize at points of N'> let p € N' we note
The assumption (#4) implies that at each point in N' there is a symplectic basis such that the hessian of F^p is a sum of terms 
Moreover if 71 is small with respect to 70 we shall have {7 > 0} n du) n OF(u) C {70 > -e} n du n OF{u) = 0.
We choose m'(p) = v?(p) 2 , where <p is a C 00 function supported by a;, /mpi > 0 is positive, while {Rep, m'} is supported near dw. We derive the estimate
(70) the Vj form a set of equations of N\ tp is supported near du. We replace u by e^u and we note Af 7 = e^Mety. In the following the third term in 70 could be neglected since OF(u) n du n {7 > 0} == 0.
We introduce the additionnal notation : let m be an order function and g a metric a symbol a( We move the subprincipal symbol using multiplication by non elliptic oper ators, this is named concatenations. The same result will hold for P since Pi will contribute to the second term in 75.
We construct the linear operator J, such that JAN(PO)J~1 = ((Ylj otj\j)6a,p)+ o(N)> the contribution o(N) is due to that eventually a(po) cannot be made diagonal. We see that the self-adjoint part of operator M y JAxJ~l is positive elliptic. Using the Carding inequality for systems we have 
&o, k\ are some constant. The basic idea of Propsition 1 of (5) is to derive from 86 an upper bound of the Cj for 0 < j < N -I by c,v, where N is an integer choosen large enough with respect to the imaginary part of pi.We shall need eventually to shrink u accordingly. The dj are controlled by using the steps of this recurrence. So we obtain by recurrence the smoothness of u in the domain {(x,Oî7(^O>0}riu;. Now we can finish the proof as in (5) .
